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The GRIM PICTURE
In the last one and a half years, most of us have come to the realization that
well-being comes before everything else and mental health has finally been
given its due importance. To safely navigate the troubled waters of fear and
isolation during the pandemic, one must use every ounce of mental
immunity that has been built over the years. According to a 2020 survey by
the International Labour Organisation, the virus outbreak has worsened
mental health crises around the world, with one in two people aged 18-29
possibly subject to anxiety and depression and another 17% probably
affected by it. India is a main country of concern here as the numbers
indicate a sad state of affairs, there are only 0.3 Psychiatrists and 0.07
psychologists per 100,000 people (WHO, 2020). Lack of mental health
awareness and paucity of mental health experts have prevented thousands
of patients from receiving medical help.

THE GOOD NEWS
In our ever-changing world, the use of technology is continuously expanding;
creative research and engineering teams are combining their skills to
address a wide range of mental health concerns. 
The major advantages of blending principles of psychology and technology
include:
●   Convenience to the users for 24X7 available treatments,
●  Greater awareness of mental health issues especially for those not having
direct physical access to mental health facilities.
●   Providing a cost-effective service to everyone everywhere.
●   Consistent support by complimenting the traditional therapy.
Some current trends of app development in the realm of mental health
include:
●  Self-management apps: as the name suggests, self-management apps are
the form of apps that involve translating the information that the user puts
in and the app provides feedback. Additional software is also there to remind
about emotional check-ins, workouts, meditation, track heartbeat, breathing
pattern, blood pressure helping the user to track progress and provide
feedback. Some apps are listed below for the use of those who need them.
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self

management

apps

Calm

Headspace

Mood-Notes

some more

softwares

contd...

This app helps in

de-stressing as well

as reducing

anxiety, boosting

productivity, and is

a good solution to

the problem of

how to get better

sleep.

A mood tracker &

journaling app

empowering its users to

track their moods over

time, avoid common

thinking traps, and

develop perspectives

associated with

increased happiness

and well-being.

Stop-

Breathe &

Think
This app allows its users

to check in with how

they are feeling and

recommends short

activities and guided

meditations tuned to

those emotions.

This is an app that

basically made

meditation simple,

teaching its users life-

changing mindfulness

skills in just a few

minutes a day suiting

their moods and

lifestyles.
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●  Software to Track Emotional Health: Softwares designed to affect mental health
prompt one to keep a detailed record of all things that affect their state of mind. It
is believed that by monitoring patterns in one’s life one can identify negative
influences that they need to avoid, early warning signs that their health is
deteriorating, and the inputs and activities that benefit them the most. One such
example is a software called “Optimism”.

● Passive Symptom Tracking: In the coming future, with the increased use of
Artificial Intelligence sensors in our smartphones will be able to detect the patterns
in our movements, behavior, and social interactions throughout the day and
analyze the information to determine the user’s real state of mind. 

●  Computerized tests: They have become the norm now as they save time and
many people report feeling less nervous because the presence of the psychologist
made them feel uneasy.

●  Providing online treatment and teletherapy: This has so far been the current
trend in the field of mental health and technology since the covid pandemic where
digital teletherapy via websites, apps, video calls, etc has proven itself as a
promising future when in-person treatment is not possible. Some the common
online platforms offering mental health sessions are:
■ HopeQure: It is India's first and the only certified mental health company 
■  Better Help: It is the world's largest e-counselling platform with nearly 2 million
clients in the USA. 
■ Trijog: It is another prominent online counselling platform with the most
aesthetic and welcoming feel.
■  TalkSpace: It is another renowned mental health consultation platform.
■  Tick Talk to: It is a top-notch online counselling forum.

●  Healing in the world of Virtual Reality in particular for the treatment of disorders
such as anxiety, phobias and post-traumatic stress, In fact, a meta-analysis that
included 13 studies that were comparing the use of virtual reality with the
traditional one with almost 400 patients, concluded that this tool is not only more
effective, but its results also last longer (Powers, M. B. & Emmelkamp, P. M. G. (2008).
●  Digital Coach: Currently, 6% of smartphone apps in the health sector focus on
mental health. Many of these claim to become a “digital coach” offering the person
the necessary guidance to face their troubles or improve some areas of their life.

CONCLUSION 
Advancements and implementation of technology in the field of mental health do
have the capacity to provide mental health services catering to an audience who
feel uncomfortable seeking help or people with limited or constrained utilities.
New interventions are also developed and refined thus creating a balance between
human touch and technology.
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PROTECT THE ANIMALS
An animal has rights too - just like you and me!



Elephants
contribute a great deal to

maintaining the ecosystem of

the wildlife.

They are the ones responsible for

keeping other wildlife alive today.

Poaching prevents that.
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National Unity Day or Rashtriya Ekta Diwas is celebrated
on October 31 of every year. The day was introduced by the
Government of India in 2014 to mark the birth anniversary
of the Iron man of India: Sardar Vallabhai Patel. This year
marks the 145th birth anniversary of the freedom fighter.

The Statue of Unity is a tribute to the Indian leader Sardar
Vallabhbhai  Patel,  unveiled  on  31  October  2018.  This 
 statue  is  a patriotic symbol of the legacy of a man who
spent his life in the struggle for freedom. As a mark of
respect, statue is located at his birthplace in Gujarat. The
statue is designed by Ram V. The Statue of Unity is a
tribute to लौह पुVष Sardar Vallabh Bhai Patel. He
participated various activities during freedom struggle and
after Independence he made to be the Cabinet Minister.
He took charge of inviting princely state and get signed an
instrument of succession. India had approximately 565
princely states. He had the vision of United India that's why
he opposed the partisan. His extraordinary effort made the
broken India to United India.

Now coming to statue, it became world's tallest statue
with 182 m leaving behind one of the 7 wonders of world
Christ the Redeemer (38 m),Homeland Mother (85m),
famous Statueof Liberty (93m), Ushiku Daibuttsu (120m),
Spring Templeof Buddha (153m).
                                                                                                contd...
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The structure is made by Indian company Larsen and
Toubro on the Island Sadhu bet on the bank of river
Narmada. The structure is made of steel with reinforced
concrete and bronze cladding to protect from corrosion.

Gujarat comes under earthquake zone hence it is very
critical to have such tallest structure in this zone. Hence
the structure can sustain the shock waves of
earthquake.Statue of Unity is capable of withstanding    
wind  velocity  up  to  50   metre/second (180
kilometre/hour  speeds) and  vibration. The statue has
been designed for seismic Zone IV as an earthquake
resistant structure 

Around 5000 tonnes of steel were collected through
Campaign called statue of Unity movement across India
for the structure but due to poor quality can't be used for
such structure hence used for other parts of the project.
The statue made with 75,000  cubic  metres of concrete,    
5,700 tonnes  of  steel  structure,  18,500  tonnes  of 
 reinforced  steel  rods, 22,500 tonnes of bronze sheets.
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View from space
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Sitting for a prolonged period of
time increases the risk of heart
disease.
Our heart beats around 1,15,000
times each day.
A woman's heart beats slightly
faster than a man's heart.
Heart pumps blood to nearly all the
75 trillion cells in the body.
Newborn babies have the fastest
heart beat.
Heart attacks happen mostly on
Monday mornings.
Every year that you age, your heart
shrinks and its ability to pump
blood through your body decreases
by up to 5 percent.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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INTERESTING FACTS ON 'OUR HEARTS'INTERESTING FACTS ON 'OUR HEARTS'
Tanya Sodhi, M2ETanya Sodhi, M2E



For more info, visit reallygreatsite.com
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SHUBHAM SAMANTARAY, S2A TANVI DUGAR, M3D



For more info, visit reallygreatsite.com
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FD3v0Kx

JqRhvde5BbHGOilM4b2Tcbymq/view?
usp=sharing

Rice Experiment
Compiled by Tanvi Dugar, M3D

International Peace Day
Aaradhya Sharma, M2A

https://drive.google.com/file/d/13PdHPJt
O1DmNLUOZH1cZ4EdpY86BKop4/view?

usp=sharing

Facts about space
Trejal Singh, M2A

https://drive.google.com/file/d/19ku7LVa
pSbRvwq2_kPmdiTYJd8ReDUE0/view?

usp=sharing

World Sight Day
Shaunak Sood, SS1A

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1t-
D3EBC11lcPq8SEQl1qnebSlY92ybTC/view?

usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FD3v0KxJqRhvde5BbHGOilM4b2Tcbymq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13PdHPJtO1DmNLUOZH1cZ4EdpY86BKop4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19ku7LVapSbRvwq2_kPmdiTYJd8ReDUE0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1t-D3EBC11lcPq8SEQl1qnebSlY92ybTC/view?usp=sharing
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